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Contents Category:German musicQ: Is there a way to get back a list of unread files in Sublime Text 3? Is there a way to get back a list of unread files in Sublime Text 3? I know I can do it in Windows using the Bookmarks > Unread Files. However, there is no such option in Mac. A: in sublime, it's in View > Show Unread Files. You can set it to use keyboard shortcuts, for example, Ctrl+K,
Ctrl+U, which (on Mac) is Command+K, Command+U. This feature is available in both 3 and 2.x versions. A: While your proposal to add an option to the menu is definitely the way to go, there is one further point to keep in mind: In Sublime Text 2, it wasn't enough to open the menu and select "Unread files", as the "Unread files" command was a plugin-action. Therefore, the default action
would have automatically opened the menu. For this reason, I have a wrapper command to quickly open the "Unread files" menu: import sublime, sublime_plugin class ViewMenuCommand(sublime_plugin.WindowCommand): def run(self): self.window.show_quick_panel("Unread Files", None, 0) class UnreadFilesCommand(sublime_plugin.TextCommand): def run(self, edit, files): for file

in files: self.window.show_quick_panel("Unread Files", file, 0) def update_command(sublime_plugin, command): sublime_plugin.WindowCommand.update_command(sublime_plugin, command) sublime_plugin.TextCommand.update_command(sublime_plugin, command) update_command(sublime_plugin.text_commands, UnreadFilesCommand) You can assign a shortcut to this
command via the Key Bindings - User file in Sublime Text. You will need to install PackageResourceView to see the corresponding Menu command in the context menu, though.
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A: the command in your script: find /home/anton/hudson/plugins -type f -name '*.log' -exec mv {} /home/anton/hudson/plugins/ignored/ {} \; should be find /home/anton/hudson/plugins -type f -name '*.log' -exec mv {} /home/anton/hudson/plugins/ignored/ {} \; the quote should be double quotes Also, this will not work: find
/home/anton/hudson/plugins -type f -name '*.log' -exec mv {} /home/anton/hudson/plugins/ignored/ {} \; because exec takes a list of commands separated by ;. It will most likely cause an error because the output of find is a pipe that runs the mv command. But you can't run mv if mv is the last command in the list. find
/home/anton/hudson/plugins -type f -name '*.log' -exec mv {} /home/anton/hudson/plugins/ignored/ {} \; This will work, but it's not the best way to do it. find is a utility that can do other things as well, and probably could do a better job of this particular operation than you. Distribution and risk assessment of surface runoff from urban
vegetated and urban and rural nonvegetated areas in urban-rural fringe area of Northern Mexico. Risk assessment of urban runoff requires knowledge of potential contributions to water quality from land-use practices, landscape patterns, climate conditions, and sources of pollutant loads. The objective of this study was to analyze the distribution
and hydrodynamic behavior of urban surface runoff from vegetated and nonvegetated urban areas to nonvegetated rural areas (interfringe area) in urban-rural fringe area. Topographic maps and GIS were used to identify homogeneous and heterogeneous land-use areas, to calculate runoff coefficient (K(r)) for each land-use and to map
hydrological surface patterns. Ten sample sites were established: five from a homogeneous vegetated urban area, one from a heterogeneous urban area, and four from nonvegetated rural areas. Sampling was done in the dry, monsoon, and post-monsoon seasons 2d92ce491b
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